


COHOUSING COMMUNITY
WHAT IS COHOUSING?

Cohousing is an intennonal community of private homes 
clustered around shared space.

EachEach aaached is the minimal private unit which at least including 
a bedroom and a bathroom. Shared indoor spaces typically 
featured a common house which may include a big kitchen, 
dining area, laundry, storage room and recreanonal space. 
Shared outdoor spaces may include parking, gardens, walkways 
and open space.

FROM UTOPIANS DINNING TO MODERN THEORY

TheThe model of cohousing can be traced back to 500 years ago 
when thomas more proposed the utopia idea.

InIn 1516,Thomas More described utopia society. In his 
descripnon, what inspired me most is that all people have the 
same educanon, all people do the same work and all people live 
together and have meals in a big dining hall. The ininal 
communal space appeared, a big dining hall where people 
prepare food and have meals together which makes life efficient 
and sustainable.

300300 years later similar ideas were advocated by the utopian 
socialists. Charles Fourier proposed  an ideal city “Phalanstères”. 
It had a communal dining hall, schools, kindergartens, libraries, 
lecture halls, a theatre, and other collecnve facilines for 
everybody.

In 1856, André Godin was allowed to construct a building 
complex ,Familistère of Guise,
whichwhich included both a factory and large muln-family dwellings.It 
comprised residennal buildings with glazed roofs and small 
apartments connected to communal facilines.

InIn 1960s,The modern theory of cohousing originated in 
Denmark. Bodil Graae proposed a group of 50 families to 
organize around a community project in 1967. This group 
developed the cohousing project Sæaedammen, which is the 
oldest known modern cohousing community.

WHY BERLIN?

I choose my site in Berlin as this city has a history of cooperanve 
reaching back to the mid-19th century .About 250 or 300 squats 
have existed at some point since the 1970s in both East and West 
Berlin. Young people, especially anarchists, occupied vacant 
buildings as a way to live for liale or nothing, and to save the old, 
beaunful buildings of Berlin from demolinon in the name of urban 
renewal. The movement became powerful enough that city 
governmentgovernment was unable to evict people easily from the squats. 
Instead, city officials worked with the squaaers to purchase the 
propernes from absentee owners and offered funding to those 
willing to refurbish the buildings.

Many of these former squats are now cooperanves.

FIRST IDEA

For indoor communal space,from utopia idea to modern 
cohousing theory, most projects mennoned a central communal 
space. It could be communal kitchen, a dining hall or a space 
under a glazed roof which connects all units together. A central 
room came into my mind and gave me the first inspranon.

ForFor outdoor communal space, courtyard from the saaedammen 
community provides space for all neighborhood. people know 
what happened in courtyard and could choose to join the 
communal acnvines or not.

From, the above research, I know that my project should 
beginning from a communal room and series of courtyards.
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PROGRAM INTERIOR

COMMUNAL HALL
TOTAL  1152㎡7%
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TRAFFIC

TOTAL  1610㎡

CLUSTER UNIT

TOTAL  3141㎡20
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STANDARD FLAT
59㎡—149㎡ 

TOTAL  9946㎡63
%

DEVELOP PROCESS

LIVING UNITS LAYOUT



MAIN ELEVATION
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COMMUNAL HALL SECTION 



COMMUNAL HALLS WITH DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS



COURTYARD1



COURTYARD2



COURTYARD3


